While these kinds of activities are strongly discouraged, if they occur, the following guidelines must be followed:

- Any food or drink purchases over $50 must use Sodexo for food service and catering.

- Food or drink purchases for $50 or under should follow [CDC](https://www.cdc.gov) and [Public Health Idaho North Central District guidelines](https://www.phidaho.org).

- The CDC and Public Health Idaho North Central District have currently eliminated anything self-serve. This includes beverages and food items.

- Items can be served if server is wearing gloves and a mask.

- Pizza parties should not be self-serve. A dedicated server should be identified and should wear rubber gloves and other PPE when serving. Alternatively, individual pizza slices or portions can be ordered and distributed.

- Any event with snacks should not be self-serve. A dedicated server should be identified and should wear food grade gloves and other PPE when serving. Pre-packaged snack items are recommended.